
Reading Sunday 11
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  April  

John 20: 19-end 

Jesus appears to the disciples 

 

Today’s reading tells of Jesus’s first appearance to the disciples, and of Jesus 

and Thomas. We hear that the disciples are hiding in a locked room, as they 

were worried that the Jewish leaders will be searching for them. They were 

probably trying to come to terms with losing Jesus, and also maybe trying to 

work out whether they should accept Mary’s message that he is alive. Then 

Jesus appears to them. It must have been a shock to them, I wonder what you 

would have thought if you had been there ? 

Then we hear the story of Thomas, who was not present when Jesus appeared. I 

like Thomas as I think he has a very human reaction. He has been with Jesus 

during his ministry, and I am sure wants to believe he is alive, but is not sure. 

However, he is totally convinced once he has seen Jesus. Then we hear Jesus 

tell him ‘ you have believed because you have seen me, blessed are those who 

have not seen and yet believed’. Of course, we were not fortunate enough to see 

Jesus in the flesh, but we come to believe because of what we have read, and 

what we have heard from others. 

There are times in all our lives when we doubt our faith, there are times when 

we move far away from God, but we do know that Jesus is always with us, and 

is always ready to welcome us back to him. So as we celebrate the risen Lord, 

as the disciples did, let us remember that God is always with us, even when 

times are not easy. Let’s be encouraged by Thomas ! 

 

Take care and stay safe.  With love and blessings         Jill Gollins xx 


